Fast & Reliable Performance

Nuance® Dragon® Medical Practice Edition

Modern technology meets across-the-board enhancements in the latest release of on-premise clinical speech recognition.

Fast, Reliable Performance
FOR CLINICAL SPEECH RECOGNITION

Nuance® Dragon® Medical Practice Edition 4 accurately translates the doctor’s voice into a rich, detailed clinical narrative that feeds directly into the EHR. Improve documentation, boost efficiency, increase physician satisfaction, and eliminate transcription costs.

Features

**More Accurate Than Ever**
Powered by a next generation speech engine, Dragon Medical Practice Edition 4 achieves 99% accuracy out-of-the-box without training — significantly outperforming previous versions.

**Advanced Deep Learning Technology**
Through constant learning and adaptation to unique voice and environmental variations—even during dictation — continuously improves performance.

**Newly Designed DragonBar**
Designed for enhanced usability, the new DragonBar provides easy access to popular features. To free screen space, drag the DragonBar to different locations. Automatically collapses when not in use.

**Superior Transcription Of Recorded Speech**
An enhanced transcription process leverages all the accuracy improvements gained from the state-of-the-art engine, while reducing the number of steps required to transcribe audio recordings.

**Optimized For Portable Touchscreens**
Touch and keyboard interactions work seamlessly on highly mobile Windows 10 tablets or tablet mode devices. Open and interact with the DragonBar by touch.

**Quality Documentation For Quality Care**
Designed exclusively for medical practices and for physicians, Dragon Medical Speech Recognition Software is the go-to solution for more than 10,000 healthcare facilities and 500,000 physicians worldwide.

Reduce Transcription Cost // Implement The Full Scope Of Your EHR System // Fulfill Meaningful Use Criteria More Quickly // Generate A Higher Reimbursement Level // Increase Productivity And Profitability Of Your Practice & Much More

Speak to one of our friendly engineers now!
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